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Colad Trestle

Light weight trestle with sturdy construction. Dimension: 116 x 70 cm. Max. 60 kg.

Light weight and adjustable trestle

A workshop trestle for placing bumpers and doors on, for either preparation or painting. The trestle has a sturdy construction 
and is lightweight. You can adjust the working height. It’s equipped with rubber buffers. Can be used on grid floors. It can 
carry up to max. 60 kg.

Benefits of the trestle:

Light weight
Sturdy construction
Supplied with chains for adjustable working height
Can be used on any floor
Equipped with rubber buffers which prevent shifting and damage

Packaging information

Per piece

Frequently Asked Questions

 >  How much can the trestle carry?
 The trestle can carry up to max. 60 kg

 >  Can I use the trestle on my grid floor?
 Yes, you can use the trestle on any floor, also on a grid floor. 

 >  Can I adjust the height of the trestle?
 Yes, the trestle is equipped with chains. With these chains you can adjust the working height of the trestle.

Article number: 7080

Description: Trestle

EAN: 8714247002674
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Related products

066657 067216 067226 067221

Short Rod Table (Without Clamps) Clamp

Disclaimer 
It is the responsibility of the user to read, understand and apply the information contained in this data sheet. Products are for professional use only. 
Necessary protective equipment and clothing should be worn. Repairs should always be done in accordance with OEM guidelines and regulations. All 
information is for the user`s consideration, investigation and verification. The specific use, application and conditions of use are beyond the control of EMM 
International BV. It is the responsibility of the user to determine the suitability of the product for the user`s specific application.
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